National Foreclosure Settlement Update:
States Should Not Divert Funds from Cost‐Effective Prevention Programs
The “robo‐signing” settlement agreement can help resolve our nation’s foreclosure crisis – but only if
the money negotiated for foreclosure prevention is actually spent on lawyers and housing counselors
who help families stay in their homes. We strongly urge states not to take the short‐sighted step of
diverting settlement funds for other purposes.
The approximately $2.5 billion flowing directly to states for foreclosure prevention funding is critical
to the success of the settlement agreement.





On March 12, 2012, the Obama Administration and 49 state attorneys general filed a complaint and
settlement agreement in federal court detailing allegations of “robo‐signing” and other rampant misconduct
by the nation’s biggest banks in their handling of thousands of foreclosure cases.
As part of the $25 billion settlement, these banks have promised approximately $2.5 billion to the states, for
lawyers and housing counselors to help prevent homeowners from unnecessary foreclosures.
This investment will not just benefit struggling homeowners – it will also pay off in huge dividends for states
that are impacted by the foreclosure crisis and economic downturn.

Investing in foreclosure prevention is cost‐effective for state governments.


Foreclosure prevention protects property values in neighborhoods.
o A study of 140 zip codes in 13 states found that foreclosure can cause property values within 300
feet to drop by 1.3 percent. This means that a foreclosed home is not only losing its own value – it’s
also dragging down neighborhood values by thousands of dollars.1
o A New York City study found an even greater impact: homes within 500 feet of three foreclosure
filings lose 3 percent of their value.2



Foreclosure prevention saves government money and protects public revenue.
o Lost property value leads directly to lost tax revenues and other public costs.
o A case study in Chicago estimates that a single foreclosed property costs local government $20,000
in lost property taxes, unpaid utility bills, property upkeep and other maintenance.3



Foreclosure prevention reduces crime and policing costs.
o Crime rates increase in neighborhood blocks with vacant, bank‐owned properties. Just one vacant
foreclosed home on a block can lead to a startling 5.7 percent increase in violent crime.4



Foreclosure prevention protects against costly disruptions in education.
o Foreclosures dislocate families and disrupt children’s educations. In many cases, these moves force
children to enroll in lower performing schools.5

Investing in foreclosure prevention is a cost‐effective way to avoid all of these unnecessary costs.



The total costs to lenders, homeowners, neighbors and government can add up to nearly $80,000 per
foreclosed home, according to a 2007 study by the U.S. Senate Joint Economic Committee.6
The cost of foreclosure prevention is far less. In New York, a statewide network of legal services and housing
counseling providers has saved over 14,000 homes from foreclosure, avoiding an estimated $3.4 billion in
property value and tax base losses to the state.7 This results in an estimated $68 return for every dollar spent
on housing counseling and legal services.8

Funding for housing counselors and legal assistance is critical to prevent mortgage abuses from
happening again.


Lawyers protect the integrity of the legal process – catching forged documents, and making sure that banks
have the legal right to bring a foreclosure action. Without lawyers working alongside homeowners, we never
would have uncovered “robo‐signing” or other misconduct.



Too many homeowners have to navigate this process alone.
o In New Jersey, 93 percent of defendants in foreclosure had no legal representation.9
o In Franklin County, Ohio, 87 percent of cases scheduled for foreclosure mediation did not have
attorneys on record representing the borrower.10



Lawyers and counselors are needed to help negotiate loan modifications with mortgage servicers, whose
mismanagement of the process is well documented.
o In a recent survey of 260 consumer attorneys, over 80 percent reported representing homeowners
who had been wrongfully charged fees.11
o Over ninety percent represented homeowners who had been placed in foreclosure while in the
process of negotiating a loan modification.12

Foreclosure prevention for our hardest‐hit families and neighborhoods will lift state budgets and our national
economy. This long‐term investment in our future makes more sense than diverting funds.
To learn more please contact Mark Ladov, Counsel at the Brennan Center for Justice, at
Mark.Ladov@nyu.edu.
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